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THE END OF EMAIL AS YOU KNOW IT

So your organization migrated from Microsoft Office to Google Apps and the unthinkable 

happened—they’ve taken away your copy of Outlook and replaced it with Gmail.

Deep breaths; it’s going to be okay.

Gmail and Outlook will never be entirely interchangeable, but there are plenty of tweaks you 

can make to Gmail to reclaim nearly all of the functionality it feels like you lost when you 

gave up the world’s most well-known desktop mail client. Below we outline the ways to get 

the most out of Gmail and become every bit as skilled at Google’s mega-powerful webmail 

as you ever were at managing your life in Microsoft Outlook.

Introduction
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Web-based email is fundamentally different than desktop-based email, and Outlook has 

some functionality that just isn’t mirrored in Gmail (and vice versa). Below are some core 

differences between Gmail in a browser and Outlook on a desktop.

NO MORE SYNCING

Outlook is a mail client separate from a mail server. Gmail is an email client generated by an 

email server. What this means in plain English is that the desktop version of Outlook has to 

constantly ask a Web server for your new email messages, while Gmail always has the latest 

messages, because it lives on the email server, too. In other words: Gmail never really needs 

to sync; it’s already got your latest messages.

ARCHIVING VS.  DELETING

With Outlook, the more mail you sync, the larger (and slower) your copy of Outlook can 

become. If you have years and years of mail squirrelled away in Outlook folders, Outlook can 

crawl. Worse, Microsoft Exchange servers often keep copies of these saved emails, both for 

accessibility and document retention and compliance purposes. (Relatively few Outlook users 

know how to keep a local copy of an email not stored in Exchange.) Thus, keeping excess 

email around for every employee makes Exchange (and Outlook) slow and bulky.

To counter these performance issues, most corporate IT managers constrain the amount of 

email you can maintain, which in turn encourages Outlook users to delete all but their most 

precious messages.

Gmail makes deleting email largely unnecessary. Each Google Apps for Work account enjoys 

30 GB of storage. Google Apps Unlimited users enjoy no less than 1 TB of storage, and 

for Google Apps unlimited domains of five or more accounts, each user is given unlimited 

storage. The upshot is that, short of storing massive image or video files as attachments, 

Gmail users are unlikely to ever run out of storage space.

What Will Never  
Be the Same
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Gmail users can instead archive their emails—to save them outside of the inbox—and never 

worry about which to delete and which to save.

SEARCHING VS.  FOLDERS

For Outlook veterans, saving emails means shuffling them into ever more arcane, nested 

collections of folders within folders within folders. Over time, this labyrinth becomes 

increasingly unmanageable, and many an email is lost when it is accidentally moved to the 

wrong subfolder (where you’d never think to look for it). With Gmail, a Google-style search 

can discover any archived mail that matches your query, removing the need to build a 

confusing tangle of folders to hold your precious old messages. It’s also another reason you 

need never delete an email.

 

And if you really need to feel like your Gmail folders are still there, you can use Gmail labels, 

which are almost exactly like folders except that you can mark one message with multiple 

labels. Did your lead sales rep just send you a single email with updates on multiple leads? 

Now you can label it as belonging to both clients, rather than having to decide which client 

folder to stuff the message into. Oh, and you can use these labels as search parameters, too.

SORTABLE INTERFACES

In Microsoft Outlook, you can sort your messages by date, sender, subject and any other 

exposed column. Gmail doesn’t allow sorting; reverse chronology is the immutable order 

of all Gmail lists. If you need to refine further, you can simply pare down the results with 

advanced Gmail search operators. So far as Google is concerned, search is the answer for 

everything.
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On first glance, Gmail looks sparse compared to Microsoft Outlook. That’s merely because 

Google designed Gmail to be easy to use for the average consumer, not the Outlook ninja. 

Pull back the covers ever so slightly and you’ll realize nearly everything Outlook put front and 

center is there in Gmail, ready to be brought back to the fore.

CALENDARS, CONTACTS AND TASKS

Microsoft Outlook isn’t just a mail client; it’s a full personal 

planner and organization tool that handles your address book, 

calendar appointments and task list. While Gmail has a built-in 

contact list, Outlook users often take one look at the Spartan 

Gmail interface and assume that close-knit calendar and task 

integration is gone forever.

 

Not to worry, Google Calendar works hand in hand with Gmail, 

as do Google Tasks. You can use a Gmail message to create 

a Google Calendar event, or to create a Google Task. And if 

you miss the all-in-one dashboard of Outlook, you can display 

Google Calendar appointments in Gmail and display Google 

Tasks in Gmail by tweaking a few minor Gmail settings.

 

Gmail may not look like Outlook from day one, but it doesn’t take long to change that.

WORKING OFFLINE

Hard as it can be to imagine, there are still places in this world without an Internet 

connection, and you may need to read, respond to or compose emails in those Wi-Fi-less 

zones. The Outlook desktop application allows this, and those of us who spend a lot of time 

on airplanes have often used flight time as an opportunity to work through an out of control 

Outlook inbox. Once you land and re-sync with the web, Outlook sends all your responses 

and archives all your old mail in a matter of seconds.

 

Outlook veterans assume their days of working offline are over once they switch to Gmail. 

Not true.

 

You can work in Gmail without a web connection by using the Chrome browser and the 

Offline Gmail Chrome web app. Chrome’s Offline Gmail add-on keeps a local copy of your 

Gmail messages on a specific computer, and can sync any activity you conducted offline 

within the last 30 days. (And if you can stand being without an Internet connection for a 

month, you’re a stronger person than we are.)

 

So long as your Google Apps domain admin allows Gmail to work offline, you’re a browser 

extension away from full offline privileges, just like you enjoyed in Outlook.

What You Haven’t Really Lost
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DESKTOP NOTIFICATIONS

The Outlook desktop app can go the extra mile in ensuring you don’t miss a new email by 

throwing up a desktop notification. If you’ve got an open Gmail tab in either Chrome, Firefox 

or Safari, then Gmail can generate desktop mail notifications, too. It doesn’t even require a 

browser plug-in; just tweak a single Gmail setting and you’ll get a pop-up every time a new 

Gmail message arrives.

USING RULES TO MANAGE EMAILS

Many longtime Microsoft Outlook users have developed a complex set of Outlook rules to 

manage the onslaught of email they receive on a daily basis. The idea of having to manually 

triage every new message in Gmail can be terrifying to these rule-makers. Not to worry; 

leaving Outlook doesn’t mean giving up on automatically sorting your emails as they arrive.

 

Outlook has rules; Gmail has filters. You 

can configure a Gmail search, including 

some rather advanced parameters, 

to intercept new Gmail messages as 

they arrive. Any item that matches the 

search can be archived, marked as read, 

starred, labeled, forwarded, deleted, 

exempted from the spam filter, marked 

as important or sent to a specific Gmail 

category—or any combination of those 

options.

 

You can even use these filters to invoke 

Canned Gmail Responses—prewritten, standard messages that reply to specific filter criteria. 

Think of them as vacation auto-responders (yes, Gmail has those, too) that apply to specific 

senders, subjects or labels all year long. Canned Responses radically cut down on the 

amount of rote email correspondence you send every day.  

Once you’ve tried Gmail filters on for size, you won’t miss Outlook rules for long.

MANAGING MULTIPLE ACCOUNTS WITH A SINGLE INBOX

Microsoft Outlook allows you to download email messages from multiple accounts into a 

single mail client and manage them all in one place. Gmail tackles this same use case in two 

ways: you can either sign into multiple Gmail accounts at the same time or forward multiple 

Gmail accounts to one Gmail address.

 

With multi-sign in option, all of your email accounts are kept separate, and you simply click 

on your profile icon in the top right to toggle between them. No mail is intermingled. This 

does mean, however, that only the account you’re currently looking at will alert you to new 

messages.

 

With the forwarding option, you can funnel all emails addressed to other accounts into a 

single master Gmail account. Mail sent to any of your addresses will show up instantly in your 

master account, and you can reply as the address to which the original message was sent. 

You can even maintain separate Gmail signatures for each account.
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There are certain advantages to being a web-based email solution, not the least of which 

is the capability of introducing, updating and maintaining new, customer functionality on a 

constant basis.

CHROME GMAIL EXTENSIONS

At the end of the day, there are a number of things Gmail doesn’t do that Outlook does—
but a combination of Gmail, the Chrome Browser and few handy Gmail-centric Chrome 

Extensions can accomplish.

 

Want to schedule future Gmail messages? There’s a Chrome extension for that. Want to use 

end-to-end encryption with Gmail? There are Chrome extensions for that, too. Need to pull 

in Salesforce data to your Gmail messages or contacts? Extensions galore.

 

Whatever functionality Gmail appears to lack, there’s probably a Chrome extension for it— 

even if the same feature was never available in Outlook.

GMAIL LABS

Gmail Labs is a playground for new, 

experimental Gmail features that 

Google is considering adding to the 

core Gmail product. You don’t need 

Chrome to use them, and they can do 

all sorts of Outlook-esque tricks—like 

display a summary of your Google 

Calendar in Gmail.

MUTED GMAIL CONVERSATIONS

There are few annoyances more frustrating than being included on a mass email message 

that recipients continue to Reply All to. (Yes, it’s great that today Lisa got promoted. Tell 

her “congrats” by hitting Reply, so only she can see it, rather than Reply All, so the whole 

company gets spammed with your response.) Sadly, some coworkers just can’t unlearn Reply 

All abuse, so Gmail offers the Mute Gmail Conversation option. Any future responses to a 

muted Gmail conversation skip your inbox and go directly to your archive—unless the reply is 

intended for you and you alone. It’s perhaps too much to call any Gmail feature a “life saver” 

—but this one comes very close.

What Gets Better with Gmail
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THE “UNDO SEND” OPTION

Speaking of lifesaving Gmail features, Gmail Labs has a cure for users who accidentally send 

messages before they finish composing them—the Undo Gmail Send option. Undo Send 

effectively puts a very short time-delay (a matter of seconds) on the Gmail Send button, 

allowing you to abort the send during the delay period if you have second thought about 

the message you just fired off. If you’re notorious for sending Gmail messages that end mid-

sentence, the Undo Send feature can save you a lot of embarrassment.

THE CATEGORIZED GMAIL INBOX

Gmail automatically sorts all incoming mail into one of five default Gmail Categories:

• Primary - Messages from friends, family and other “conventional” senders, plus anything 

that doesn’t fit in the other categories

• Promotions - Mails from vendors that aren’t obviously spam

• Social - Messages from social networks, dating and gaming websites

• Updates - Bills, receipts and similar official notifications

• Forums - Messages from mailing lists and discussion boards

 

The Primary category is always present; think of it as your default or “real” inbox. You have the 

option to activate any other Gmail Category as a tab in your Gmail inbox, and messages that 

belong to that category will appear under the tab, rather than in primary. Setting up a tabbed 

Gmail inbox is an easy way to quickly parse the signal from the noise in your daily mail intake.

VERIFIED SENDERS IN GMAIL

It’s pretty easy to “spoof” an email address, which is to say make an email appear to originate 

from a different account than the one that actually sent it. Spoofed email is one of the 

biggest security risks in email. Gmail counters this with Verified Senders, icons that denote 

emails that Google has confirmed to have originated from the email addresses they claim. 

With Verified Senders, you don’t have to worry about the legitimacy of a message; you can 

act on it with confidence.
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GMAIL IS THE MAIL CLIENT YOU WANT IT TO BE

Gmail isn’t Microsoft Outlook. Outlook isn’t Gmail. The two solutions cover much of the 

same ground, but do so in a different way. If you’ve migrated from Outlook to Gmail, odds 

are the vast majority of the functionality you enjoyed under Microsoft’s desktop mail client 

is available in Google web-based email system; it just looks and acts slightly different. With 

a little effort and patience, you can get as much (or more) performance out of Gmail as 

Microsoft Outlook—you need only try.

Conclusion
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